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In 2015 theWorld Health Organizat
ion stated glyphosa

te is “pr
obably

carcino
genic to

humans”. Th
is was re

inforced
in 2019 with the US c

ourts

awardin
g $80m

in damages to
a ground

sman suffering
terminal canc

er. Furt
her clas

s

action suits are
in progres

s.

Exposur
e affect

s human repr
oductio

n and fo
etal dev

elopment at fa
r

lower to
xicities (

0.3-0.06
%) than

thought
and far lowe

r than the 1-2%
mix used in

weed control.
This is a

cute for
council

workers
applying

it, such as groun
dsmen or

park ser
vices.

There is
mounting

evidence
of its impact on

pollinat
ors and insect lif

e and the

EU has bann
ed some pestic

ides and
herbicid

es as a r
esult.

In the UK
the herb

icide has
been ban

ned in Aberd
een, Brig

hton, Br
istol, Ed

inburgh,

Frome, Glasto
nbury, S

haftesbu
ry, Ham

mersmith and Fulham
and piloted

in Croydo
n

go to: www . i p e t i
t i o n s

. c o m

type in:
'Wandswo

rth'
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n

'But,
but...
council
tax...'
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parking and your business

Garratt Lane

SHoP LOcAl!64%Walk
Win a latte!
vote!

9p per weekTAX SLASHED!

Some of our priorities:
Tackling climate change, clean air,
real living wage, planning reform,
transport citizen's assembly,
protecting green spaces,
affordable cycle provision,
youth clubs and much more.

Sick of spin?
Disillusioned?

Think Different.

Green Deal
The realWho got the council to declare a climate emergenc

y?



Green Deal
Overview

We are living in extraordinary times: we face climate
change and the destruction of the natural world; the
cost of living crisis; growing divisions between rich and
poor; war in Europe.
To secure a healthy and happy
future for our children we need big
changes. Tribal politics will not
achieve them. Wandsworth
Council needs Green councillors
who will work cross-party for the
good of the borough.
At a time when scientists from
the UN have given us till 2030
to reduce CO2 emissions by
45%, we have to face the
emergency on a local level as
well as a national one.

The real

Business as usual is
not an option.

Wandsworth Green Party
led the council to declare
a climate and ecological
emergency but now we
need to go further, faster.

To act with the speed
required we need to have
Greens in the Council. We
have the fresh ideas. To
translate words into
actions.

Too hotToo hot
forfor

Comfort!
Comfort!
Comfort!



Real
living
wageGreen Deal

Inter-linked problems need fresh approaches from our
council.
We would encourage improved insulation in council
properties to make them warmer and cheaper to heat.
This also reduces CO2 emissions from heating.help
council tenants with fuel poverty which form a large
part of this crisis.

A latte
a year!

Just
vote

here

Cou
ncil

tax
cut!

Ban
d D Slas

hed
!

£0.0
9 PE

R Week
!

The cost of living crisis

Real living wage
The Green Party believes all workers have the
right to earn the living wage. We believe the
Council should be an accredited living wage
employer which it currently is not.
Encouraging local businesses and shopping locally
is a key point of our strategy. We want fairly-paid,
secure, local jobs in our communities.
This will reduce car-use as

everything we need
will be nearby.
The low council tax
would not be
affected by these
changes. Green
councillors will be
there to speak up
for policies within
current budgets.

The real

Tired old tropes.

parking and your businessGarratt Lane64%WalkSHoP LOcAl!



Green Deal
The real

Planning policy has been driven by the
needs of developers for too long.

We will revolutionise planning so that it
serves the people of Wandsworth first and
make it fit for the 21st Century.

As Green councillors we will ensure rules
are enforced and developers will build the
homes residents deserve. We will support a
housing-first policy that enables the
homeless to start afresh.

We need a review of town centres to turn
them into flourishing social spaces rather
than failing retail centres.

We will require that when developers are
given planning permission, it must include
conditions relating to access to green
spaces and links to public transport. There
will be a requirement to do a
comprehensive carbon audit and future-
proof infrastructure by use of simple blue-
greening techniques.

We will support planning reforms in to
change the culture of “developers first”
within the Council. We will give voice to
local views. We will end locals opinions
being ignored.

We will end the trend of luxury mostly
empty skyscrapers for foreign investors,
branded “Dubai upon Thames.”

Wandsworth boast of low
council taxes. Empty tall
buildings help fund this,
whilst doing nothing for
housing.
Do you want foreign
investment boxes
or affordable homes?

Planning

Reform

We will implement sponge
city theory, using
rainwater and nature to
mitigate flooding and
improve resilience to
future climate problems



We propose: an ambitious plan that would allow local
councils to transform their local retrofit sectors, lifting
people out of fuel poverty, creating jobs, and slashing
carbon emissions.

The Green Party knows that a major investment in
improving our homes would be a triple win:
Ending the scandal of winter deaths from cold,
Reducing fuel bills and carbon emissions,
Creating thousands of jobs.

This is a political priority for us at every level of government.

Warm homes for all
Green Deal

The real

Retrofitting is a notoriously complex field of work, requiring
collaboration between energy and construction industries,
architects, behaviour change experts, local councils,
community energy companies and the public.

By targeting the housing directly in our control, we can help
kickstart comprehensive retrofitting across all housing
sectors in our local authority area.

We will set up a task-force to coordinate between these
various elements, to deliver retrofitting across different social
housing stocks, coordinate the training to skill up the
workforce, and ensure that opportunities for installing
renewable energy are maximised.

In Wandsworth our potential Green Councillors are taking the
view that if we don’t do it, who will?

A retrofit task-force



43C43C

We take the idea of a localised economy, with supply
chains that keep economic value and jobs within the
area instead of outsourcing them, and apply it to the
retrofit sector.
Decades of stop-start funding for the retrofit sector and
a lack of training and investment have left the sector
notoriously short on workers, which is a challenge.

That is why we would encourage pooling resources with
other councils to create a separate fund, prioritise
training through the task-force as set out above, and
crucially, we are also making sure that the jobs that will
be created stay local and add value to our economy. At a
time of increasingly precarious work, that is more
important than ever.

Innovation at Future Build,
Solutions there are a-plenty

A local supply-chain
Green Deal

The real



We propose overhauling council procurement procedures.

We would grant a fixed and increasing proportion of council
contracts to small and micro-businesses. We think
procurement can be used to have a greater effect for faster
carbon reduction in the borough.

We will embed social value into procurement processes which
will add a minimum of +20% value (at no additional cost)
providing genuine additional benefits for local communities.

• Better Value for Money delivering more for the public pound
by requiring suppliers to do more than ‘just’ deliver the core
services

• Increase local spend by rewarding organisations that are
local or have a local supply chain

• Increase opportunities for disadvantaged people and
promotes social mobility

• Promote a responsible supply chain by requiring businesses
to compete

This would lead to a to a cleaner, greener city, build stronger
more resilient communities leading to greater innovation and
long-term thinking.

Better value for money
Green Deal

The real



2018
?

2016

2017

2015

The worlds hottest
years ever recorded

A shift towards healthy and safe travel will
benefit everyone, including those for whom a
car is the only current option: less air
pollution, less expense, less carbon, less
congestion. Greens will ensure that the needs
and safety of pedestrians and cyclists are
integrated into all new traffic schemes. We
will support 15-minute communities, enabling
people to have access to all the services they
need within a short walk or cycle ride.

We will encourage electric car clubs, safe
cycle routes.

We have signed up to Wandsworth Living
Streets and the London Cycling Campaign
Pledges, but intend to go further by proposing
specific Citizen’s Assemblies, the first to be
on Transport and air pollution.

We think that cheap cycle storage is
crucial and propose bringing local jobs to
look to manufacture local Wandsworth
hangars to roll them out as fast as possible
and reduce costs.

Transport
Green Deal

The real

We propose the creation of Putney Bridge Pollution Buster, allowing the bridge to become a
bus and active travel zone whilst finally halting the illegal levels of pollution in the notorious
Putney High Street. This will also create a sense of place as asked by the local plan, and a
beautiful thoroughfare. We tried it in 2014 when the Bridge was closed for months, and local
people liked it. We feel that this would benefit long suffering residents.

We pledge to roll
out cycle hangars at
a reasonable price



Green Deal
The real

Anyone who has seen the way that council functions will
recognise the dismal democratic deficit.

We propose investigating and instigating a new system to
bring local groups into council for meaningful debate.
Having to get 10,000 signatures, possibly the highest figure in
the country, to put a motion to full council will be reduced.

Editorial control of Brightside should be independent and
portray diverse opinions. It should not be used as a
propaganda tool under control of the ruling party.

Democracy

Young People
life-long learning
Young people have lost so much during this past year both
in terms of their education but also their friendships
and opportunities to play and spend time
outside. The Green Party will invest in a
welcome return to early years provision
and 1 ‘o’ clock clubs for children and
families. This is hugely beneficial for
children cut by this administration. This is
hugely cost effective long term.

We will work with local groups and
communities to set up a task force aiming at

supporting and
encouraging their work in
the borough. We would
look to prioritise youth
clubs.We will promote free facilities
for art and culture, improving library
services, pop-up art events.



We need to speed the transformation from the
internal combustion engine towards active travel.
We recognise there are many components to
emissions and propose a much larger team to
deal with this. We propose to innovate and
insulate to cut fuel poverty.

Green Deal
The real

Councils have allowed pollution to lead to deaths
and lung disease. We need a transport system
that prioritises clean air and active travel for
health rather than forcing people to depend on
their cars for most journeys. Other factors such
as boiler emissions and wood burning stoves
need to be tackled. We propose to expand the
climate team to combat this threat

Clean air

The Conservative campaign
launch was at a high carbon
lifestyle showroom.
The principal speaker was
an ex petroleum executive

Fuel poverty

Living Environment
High-quality pavements
Safer crossings where they are needed
Better health neighbourhoods - building on success.
Parking policy - 5 Free 1-hour Visitor
Parking Permits to every household in a CPZ,
instead of 10 to only those residents with parking permits
Greening our streets – more people-friendly spaces
Speed limit and idling enforcement by the borough



An emphasis on Nature Based Solutions in all
aspects of planning and environmental solving,
as set out in the Environment Act 2021.

Greens will produce an overarching, detailed Tree
Strategy for the borough.

When considering planning applications there
would be a presumption that mature trees remain.

The adequate watering of all council maintained
trees would be a priority to ensure minimum loss
due to drought. We would publish annual figures
on the number of trees lost and the number
planted and aim for an overall net increase in
trees year on year and in the canopy cover.

We will promote wildlife corridors. Nature
protection should be increased every year

We propose a Hedge Strategy in line with the
Woodland Trust.

To ease allotment waiting time creative use of
unused land will be prioritised, along with
community gardens.

.

Glyphosate and other toxic
pesticides will be eliminated as
soon as possible. Spraying close
to children’s infrastructure will be
halted immediately. We will work
with Pesticide Action Network to
achieve this.

Green Spaces
Green Deal

The real



Green Deal
The real

Green Councillors will work to
reduce unnecessary waste, and
ultimately eliminate its
inefficient, polluting and costly
disposal by incineration. We
support a circular economy

We will ensure that the waste
hierarchy of reduce, reuse,
recycle is central to planning.

We will encourage reuse and
repair, invest in a network of
local repair shops and enable the
recycling of as many materials
as possible.

We will encourage further
reduction in the use of single use
plastic, and promote packaging
free solutions (such as purchase
by refill).

What a load of
rubbish!
Wandsworth
Common
deserves
better

Waste less,
pollute less When we publicised the

Wandsworth recycling rate
back in 2018 there was shock
and disbelief.
Now most other parties get it.
It will become a legal
requirement to separate
waste.
We have since become
concerned that recycling is
often ineffective, designed to
make people feel better about
consumption. Only 9% of
plastic has ever been
recycled, the economics of it
mean that virgin plastic is
preferred. At present around
43% of waste is food
waste. We commit to
rolling out this service



Green Deal
The real

We would declare Wandsworth a Borough of Sanctuary for
refugees.

The scandal of failed asylum seekers indefinitely detained at
Wandsworth Prison without charge must be addressed and we
would press for resolution of this problem.

Sanctuary

Places for People

We propose to make Wandsworth the first Wellbeing Borough
based on the principles of the global Wellbeing Alliance.

We propose a greater emphasis on deliberative democracy -
ongoing meaningful participation in local government to empower
residents.

Wellbeing Borough

Artist impression of Earlsfield Square

To this end we have proposed the creation of Earlsfield Square with
a new market space and rethinking Putney Bridge to enable active
travel and discourage single occupant journeys.

We think that local measures to improve the built environment
should be done with greater consultation for the common good.
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Climate Wandsworth
Green Deal

The real

When the 10,000 petition persuaded a full council to unanimously
declare a climate emergency through its huge petition we were very
happy. The Council produced the WESS and it started to unblock
decades of inaction. However, increasingly disturbing reports from
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has shown we
need to move much faster. Events around the world show that
‘weather weirding’ is the new norm.

The Climate and Ecological Emergency
informs all of our decision making. Every
decision we take needs to have that at its
root. Spin will not make any difference to the
Laws of Physics or Chemistry that ultimately
are the arbiters of whether we have a liveable
planet or not.
Fossil fuel, for all the good things it has given
us, is now showing us the payment terms
where 700 million people are likely to be
displaced by 2030. 3 Billion animals were
killed in wildfires in Australia, floods are
hitting with increasing severity in many parts
of the world. We are dealing with mitigation
and adaptation. Wandsworth being largely on
a flood plain is under great threat.

The council has said it will make the borough
carbon neutral by 2050 but the science says
we need to go faster. This involves many
conversations with the citizens of
Wandsworth, but there must be action.
We propose to do this, we think that it is the
duty of the council to inform its citizens, not
spin news.
With action comes hope, lots of hope

wandsworthgreenparty@gmail.com Promoted by Roy Vickery 17 Terrapin Rd London SW17 8 QW


